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It is increasingly difficult to manage the user identities (IDs) of rapidly developing and numerous types of online web-based applications in the present era. An innovative ID management system is required for managing the user IDs. The OpenID lightweight protocol is a better solution to manage the user IDs. In an OpenID communication environment, OpenID URL is not secured in a session hijacking situation because in other existing OpenID communication methods such double factor authentication has more chances of valid user session hijacked. The proposed communication protocol secures the OpenID URL with the help of additional innovative parameters such as Special Alphanumeric String (SAS) and Special Security PIN (SSP). The anticipated triple authentication protocol authenticated client unique OpenID URL at OpenID Provider (OP) side once and SAS field at Relying Party (RP) side. The anticipated protocol provides unique Single-Sign-On (SSO) services to OpenID users. The experimental website is tested by experts of web developers for avoiding session hijacking situation in the presence of hackers. The findings demonstrated that Dense Authentication Authorization and Accounting (DAAA) protocol minimizes the risk of a session hijacking in OpenID communication environment.

1. Introduction

Identity Management is a vital administrative area in the major field of Information Technology (IT) and security. There are many ways to create and manage front and back-end user authentication and authorization through digital identities. The entire world uses the Internet for various purposes. The Internet has become a part of social life in which users have many accounts to manage. Users create duplicate user profiles for accessing numerous types of online login web-based applications in this IT era. To avoid the duplication of profiles, OpenID protocol has provided SSO services to its users. The main feature of SSO is to enhance the user login process. The SSO is a famous distributed protocol and OpenID supports this protocol [1–13].

OpenID is an open standard and decentralized approach [14–18]. Users in OpenID register an identity provider once and then use the OpenID-enabled websites. OpenID allows using an existing account to sign in to multiple websites, without creating a new account. OpenID protocol also removes the duplication of user profiles in multiple websites logins. In OpenID communication environment, OpenID URL is an identity that facilitates SSO services to its users. The OpenID authentication process for end-users uses standard HTTP requests and responses and does not require any special capability of user agents or client software. OpenID provides users with convenience and better security compared to others login systems. OpenID was created in summer 2005 as an open source related community to solve the problem of multiple logins on different websites. This was done by the OpenID Foundation [19–23]. The OpenID protocol is a simple lightweight protocol [24, 25].

OpenID protocol supports many well-known websites such as VeriSign Lab, Yahoo, Google, ClaimID, GetOpenID, Live Journal, Facebook, Microsoft, Flicker, Hyves, Blogger, OrangeTM, Myspace, Word Press, mixi, and AOL for SSO facilities. In all well-known websites, the biggest issues faced are those of signing into multiple websites. The OpenID
Foundation acts as a public trust-based organization that solved these multiple websites’ issues representing the global community in June 2007 [20, 26–30]. OpenID protocol consists of three major components:

(i) Relying Party (RP).
(ii) Identity Provider (IdP) or OpenID Provider (OP).
(iii) User Agent (UA) [1, 2, 12, 20, 29–34].

The above-mentioned three major components are basically interconnected with each other for communication in the OpenID-based environment. OpenID protocol’s normal working environment is shown in Figure 1 [26]. There are different steps involved in the OpenID protocol working environment as shown in Figure 1.

(i) Clients (UA) request the RP to access the websites by providing the ID.
(ii) RP communicates with the OP for authentication of clients (UA).
(iii) OP redirects to clients (UA) for authentication.
(iv) Authorized Clients (UA) communicate with the OP for authentication.
(v) The OP sends a response to the RP (success or failure for client's authentication).
(vi) The RP provides clients (UA) access to start the communication properly [1, 26, 35].

OpenID communication-based environment provides multiple benefits, such as strong authentication for valid and authentic user access in OpenID related websites that easily facilitate the OpenID-enabled users [36]. The OpenID members avail many benefits such as cost saving and collaboration among multiple industries and users. The client can easily login through OpenID without giving username and password information to the server through a Relying Party or user website. The client can manage the information sent to requesting websites at all risk levels easily. In OpenID, communication environment, username, and password are not being written anywhere with a remember option [26, 36]. OpenID authentication protocol is the most famous among multiple users for using multiple websites, blogs, and social sites in the form of single profiles’ creation [25].

There are two modes of communication between the Relying Party (RP) and OpenID Provider (OP):

(i) Dumb Mode
(ii) Smart Mode

In the dumb mode, RP (consumer) does not maintain the state of association between OP and RP and more steps are used for completion of authentication. In Smart mode, RP maintains the state of association between OP and RP and fewer steps are used for authentication [27].

The session hijacking situation occurs when hackers steal the valid user session information for a specific website and act as an authorized user. Session hijacking is just like a man in the middle attack and has significantly higher rates than security attacks [26, 37–39].

The session hijacking is still a threat for web-based applications, that is, significant loss of important data such as banking details and online user login credentials. Most researchers started working for the protection of session hijacking in mid-1990s. The researcher Nikiforakis proposed a session shield technique as protections against session hijacking. The researcher Dacosta team proposed One-Time-Cookies (OTC) solution as protections against session hijacking [40]. Authentication means to verify the legitimacy process and is performed in different forms such as textual, biometric, token, and graphical based password [41]. There are different methods used for authenticating the user depending on the situation:

(i) Password-based authentication (desktop, web-based, and client-server applications)
(ii) PIN-based authentication (ATM, telephone card system)
(iii) Smart card based authentication (scan and plugged into the system)
(iv) Biometric authentication (scan fingerprint and eye retina)
(v) Certificate-based authentication (X.509, SSL certificate) [27, 42]

Authentication of users via OpenID URL in OpenID communication-based web applications is a major issue faced still today due to insecurity and unreliability because of session hijacking risk. How can secure and reliable user authentication in an OpenID communication environment be ensured for online web applications in a session hijack situation?

In this paper, a secure OpenID protocol is designed and implemented in an experimental website to demonstrate protection against session hijacking. In this innovate protocol, OpenID URL is secured by using two parameters SAS and SSP at client / RP side. The experimental website test results exhibited that DAAA protocol is more secure in an OpenID communication-based environment. Section 2 in this paper presented related work carried out by other researchers. Section 3 described the design methodology in detail. Section 4 elaborated proposed protocol implementation with an explanation. In the end, Section 5 presented the conclusion and future work.

2. Related Work

The web-based attack is a huge challenge for web applications on both the client and server sides. Session hijacking is one of the techniques in which hackers/intruders steal the session ID of the client/user in the communication server or website and act as an authorized user. In an OpenID communication environment, a hacker is a person that is dangerous for authentic clients because if security is implemented in a simple and normal way then the hacker works as an authorized user between the client and server sides and endangers the user.
data. In this situation, the OpenID URL is not secured as shown in Figure 2 [26].

Simply the hacker steals the user identity from the communication server or website as shown in Figure 2. In this paper, to avoid a session attack on the client side, a double authentication communication scheme is used. In this scheme, the PIN code is used as an additional parameter for user authentication. The user information and PIN code as an additional parameter are stored in an identity provider once ready for initiating communication in an OpenID-based environment. Yadis’ discovery protocol is used for locating the identity of the OpenID URL in this model. The RP and OP communicate with each other by using the Diffi Hellman algorithm to share an association message. When a user request for RP to communicate is established successfully with the PIN code, then RP redirects the user to the identity provider side through the Yadis protocol to check the OpenID identity. If the OpenID URL identity is valid, then the identity provider server sends a success message with the additional parameter PIN code to RP. After receiving the successful message RP comparison, the user’s originally requested PIN and identity are provided back with the response PIN for authentication of the valid user. When both PINs are matched on the RP side then successful communication is established

between the RP and the authentic user. In simple term, a double authentication scheme can be done by using one authentication method on the identity provider side and the second authentication method on the RP side. But if the PIN on the client side is stolen by a hacker then that issue still exists in session hijacking, as the use of PIN is considered as a weak form of authentication [26].

In this paper, to avoid phishing attacks on the server side, two-factor based antiphishing schemes are used in the OpenID environment. The two additional credentials of the password and Personal Identification Number (PIN) are used as double factor authentication in this model. The two additional credentials have been tested on the experimental website to avoid phishing attacks against theft. This prototype system is tested by using pip VeriSign Labs as an identity provider [1].

This paper describes session management as an important part of the user’s authentication in current web-based applications at the server side. The session is secured effectively via the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) channel in web applications by sharing the secret key between the browser and the server side. The signature request idea is used between the browser and the server. If the session is prevented by attackers, the secret key is not accessible or transmitted due to the third-party authentication in the form of a valid signature request checked. The valid signature is signed and verified by hash-based message authentication code (HMAC). This secret key is also used to secure the OpenID authentication scenario as shown in Figure 3 [43].

Figure 3 represents how the OpenID-based authentication works in secure session management by using third-party authentication. The important observation in Figure 3 is an assertion trigger that is marked by an oval symbol. This assertion is used by the Relying Party as a claimed identity for verifying the session authentication. If attackers try to hack the session, then ID1 (Session Identifier) is used to solve the problem by binding each assertion of the session identifier. The de facto solution is implanted for securing the Transport Layer Security (TLS) [43].
Researchers in the past have already successfully developed methods to reduce the risk of attacks through the password-based solution, for example, ATM PIN number. But password-based applications user faced problems in case of forgetting, resetting after some days, the security questions asked. Nowadays, new technology is used in most web applications for securing the password, such as two-factor authentication, biometrics, tokens, and federated identity system such as OpenID. Security experts analyzed the poor security that users faced on multiple web-based attacks such as session hijacking and client-side malware, as proved by US Government National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace (NSTIC) in 2011. The researchers analyzed user dependency upon password-based authentication works best if the password is managed by good policies and is cost-effective [42].

The security limitations in an OpenID communication environment for users’ online authentication are the malicious Relying Party that redirects the user to wrong or fake websites, considered as a phishing attack, and hackers hijacking the valid user session that is still an issue in this field [3].

In this paper, two-factor BeamAuth web authentication techniques are used for avoiding the phishing attack in the Single-Sign-On (SSO) form. This technique requires bookmarking the real estate and browser setup measures. The BeamAuth solution exploits the URL (used as an identifier) and other unusual properties and cannot send to network even in the case of page changes or page reloading. Secondly, new security features include testing and deploying the web application without client updating information [44].

The rapid growth of Internet services requires a problem to create a new account for accessing these services. But this user login complexity decreased by SSO and OpenID somehow. This paper basically analyzed existing cloud computing techniques strengths and weakness. In this paper, an anticipated model is the one in which One Time Password (OTP), Trusted Platform Module (TPM), and OpenID are used for avoiding phishing attacks in the cloud-based environment [35].

This paper analyzed security issues and weakness of OpenID protocol through the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) tools. The high-level new OpenID integration model with Higgins is proposed for enhanced security advantages. In this integration model, all messages of OpenID protocol flow must be SSL/TLS protected. But one of the major limitations of this model cannot protect against dishonest identity providers [30].

This paper analyzed security issues and weakness of OpenID protocol through the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) tools. The high-level new OpenID integration model with Higgins is proposed for enhanced security advantages. In this integration model, all messages of OpenID protocol flow must be SSL/TLS protected. But one of the major limitations of this model cannot protect against dishonest identity providers [30].

The main issues of SSO were faced in form of several attacks today like spam, session hijacking, link manipulation, and phishing. In this paper authors basically solved the issues of phishing attack through page token mechanism. The page token prototype was developed with google console developers and salesforce.com. The page token evaluation effectiveness was successfully done in control laboratory experiments by involving 26 participants of high institutes of Malaysia northern regions. The experiment results were conducted by dividing participants into two groups’ page token and without page own token equal basis. The page token performance with page token successfully login valid user against phishing attack as compared to without page token unsuccessfully login against phishing attacks [13].

### 3. Methodology

The anticipated model is designed with the help of OpenID communication-based components: OpenID Provider (OP), Relying Party (RP), and client agents for securing the OpenID URL identity. The proposed OpenID protocol modifies previous existing relevant research work and enhances user online authentication scenarios in a secure manner through the Dense Authentication Authorization and Accounting (DAAA) protocol. The OpenID DAAA protocol suggests the use of two additional innovative parameters of Special Alphanumeric String (SAS) and Special Security PIN (SSP) for securing the unique OpenID URL of user identity scenario as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 represents a secure DAAA proposed protocol in OpenID communication-based environment. There are several necessary steps involved in the secure OpenID protocol communication environment as depicted in Figure 4. In this protocol, OpenID URL user identity is secured with the help of two innovative parameters, SAS and SSP.

In the SAS parameter, field client login in the OpenID-based communication environment is performed on the client side via 4 alphanumeric characters. The 4 alphanumeric characters are provided by the client in such a manner that the 1st number is numerical form (any 0…9), the 2nd number is capital letter form (any A…Z), the 3rd number is small letters form (any a…z), and the 4th number is a special character from the most commonly used keys of the keyboard [any ! @ # $ % * ( ) / + - ] . The above-mentioned 4-characters are used in any sequence, for example, “B1b@”.

![Figure 4: DAAA OpenID authentication protocol (proposed protocol).](image-url)
In the SSP parameter, field restricted 4-digit numbers are provided similarly as a PIN (any 0...9 four-digit numbers), for example, “5240”.

According to the proposed design strategy, the client registers on the identity provider side and each client gets a unique identity in the form of OpenID URL. The first step is client interaction with RP, with two innovative parameters: SAS and SSP. The second step is RP redirection of the client to the identity provider side with the help of the Yadis discovery protocol. The third step is the identity provider asking the client to send the user ID information. The fourth step is the client sending the user ID information to the identity server. The fifth step after verifying the user identity at the identity server side is sending a successful response to RP with two innovative parameters SAS and SSP. If the identity is not matched, then send a failure response to the RP side. The sixth step is comparing the SAS and SSP parameter fields of the client at the RP side with the back response of the identity provider side SAS and SSP at RP side. If both of the two authentications are compared successfully at the RP side, then authorized communication is established between the RP and the client agent side, otherwise a failure. Simply, in this DAAA OpenID protocol, the security features of user login through OpenID URL are enhanced by innovative modification of Diffie-Hellman key exchange algorithm.

Triple authentication means first the authentication of identity in the form of OpenID URL at the identity server side and another two authentications SAS and SSP at the client side. These are done correctly to avoid a session hijacking situation in the OpenID-based communication environment.

4. Implementation

The proposed protocol is developed in the powerful core PHP application. According to the planned design, no well-known identity providers provide a facility for any researcher experiment itself. Due to this main security drawback, the protocol itself designed an identity provider and client-side application to conduct an experiment. In this developed strategy, the client and the RP side act the same. First, register the client at identity server side and get a unique identity in the form of an OpenID URL. The registration form consists of important user details such as username, password, SAS, SSP, full name, email, mobile no, address, city, and country fields. After signup, each client gets the unique identity in the form of an OpenID URL. After getting a unique OpenID URL identity, the client cannot change the unique identity but password, SAS, and SSP field can be changed if the client requires login with username and password in the OpenID Provider portal side. After getting an OpenID URL, the client interacts with the client-side/RP side portal through the OpenID URL identity.

Figure 5 depicts the client-side application interface. In this interface, the registered client interacts with the OpenID RP side through an OpenID URL identity. When a client provides the OpenID URL and logins, then the client-side redirects to the identity server side with the help of the Yadis discovery protocol. If an OpenID URL is correctly provided by the user, then the OpenID Provider verifies the password of the registered client, otherwise, an invalid URL and password message will be displayed in the client-side application. In simple words, the first authentication of the client can be done at the identity provider side if an OpenID URL and password is provided correctly and redirects clients to another interface of the client-side portal with two additional parameters, SAS and SSP, for 2nd and 3rd authentication. If any provided OpenID URL or password is wrong, then the failure message is displayed in the client-side portal and will not redirect to another client-side interface.

Figure 6 illustrates the OpenID client app side in which the valid OpenID URL shows the form after a successful 1st authentication of the client at the OpenID Provider side. In the form, the second field represents the SAS field and third represents SSP field. These two fields are used for 2nd and 3rd authentication at the client-side portal. When the OpenID client fills out the form field of SAS and SSP and logsins, then the OpenID Provider response of two additional form fields of SAS, SSP, and RP side are compared. If both SAS and SSP fields of the RP side portal match with the server response SAS and SSP then the RP side two authentications complete successfully. The valid user is then redirected to an authorized user interface; otherwise, they cannot be redirected to an authorized user portal.

Figure 7 signifies the authorized client portal. After successful triple authentication then authorized user accesses this portal.

4.1. Programming Code. The important code for avoiding session hijacking at RP/client side by using two additional parameters’ (SAS and SSP) field (triple authentication) in an innovative way as shown in Algorithm 1.

The session code in Algorithm 1 is managed in an innovative way at RP side for avoiding session hijacking situation in OpenID communication environment innovative way. In this code 2nd and 3rd authentication of the valid user are done by comparing the response of identity server-side response of SAS and SSP parameter field.

The flow of the DAAA OpenID-based experimental website is shown in Figure 8.

The experiment results were conducted by some well-known experienced professional web developers in the IT field by using the nonprobability technique of judgment sampling. In the designed protocol guide, the important points of using the system were explained. The following important points are as follows:

(i) Getting a unique identity (sign up information)
(ii) SAS (4 alphanumeric characters how to use)
(iii) SSP (4 digits number how to use)
(iv) Triple authentication scheme for avoiding session hijacking

The mentioned above four steps are very much important for implementation of secure DAAA OpenID communication protocol.

To get more insight in this manuscript, the sample (consisting of 63) was collected through the judgment sampling.
Figure 5: Client/RP side portal for 1st authentication.

Figure 6: Client/RP side portal for 2nd and 3rd authentication.

Figure 7: Authorized client portal.
Table 1: Assessment of the proposed protocol model with existing OpenID model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OpenID Methods</th>
<th>Login any PC/Laptop (Any/Own)</th>
<th>Security (Safe/Unsafe)</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Trust</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preventing Session Hijacking [26]</td>
<td>Any (Verisign labs Personal Identity Portal used for the experiment)</td>
<td>Partially Safe (Double Authentication)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-phishing OpenID Solution [1]</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>Partially Safe (Double Authentication)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEAMAUTH Anti-phishing solution [44]</td>
<td>Own (vanilla web browser)</td>
<td>Partially Safe (Double Authentication)</td>
<td>Low-cost</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenID security weakness analyzed via OWASP tools [30]</td>
<td>Own (web browser)</td>
<td>Not very much Secure</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-phishing OpenID Page token solution [13]</td>
<td>Own (google console developers and salesforce.com)</td>
<td>Partially secure</td>
<td>Low-cost</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed DAAA Protocol</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>Safe (Triple Authentication)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Bold observations provide best security features as compared to other OpenID methods.*

scheme from the professional web developers as shown in Figure 9. The following five concerning questions were asked of these professionals to check the security aspects of the new experimental website after use:

(i) Is the experimental website easily understandable for users?
(ii) Is the experimental website providing better security in session hijacking situations for valid user authentication?
(iii) Is the experimental website reliable in session hijacking situation for valid user authentication?
(iv) Is the experimental website provide a better idea of using multiple websites to secure a Single Sign-On (SSO) method?
(v) Has the experimental website secured the OpenID URL in an OpenID communication environment?

According to the new experimental website (82.53%) respondents approved that the experimental website is easily understandable. The experimental website provides better security in session hijacking situations (90.06%). The majority of the respondents (93.65%) felt that the experimental website is more reliable in session hijacking situations. Approximately 84.12% of the respondents preferred that the experimental website provides a better idea of using multiple websites in a secure SSO way. The 82.53% of respondents felt that an OpenID URL is secure in the OpenID-based communication environment. Figure 8 also demonstrated support of numerical results in terms of all the above-asked questions. Therefore, it is also concluded both numerically and graphically that the experimental website is more secure.

The summarized analysis of OpenID communication environment with different methods is shown in Table 1. In triple authentication, scheme hacker has less chance to hijack the valid user session because security scheme is implemented in an innovative and decent way. Also, the hacker has less chance to hijack the client-side valid user authentication scenario because two innovative parameters of SAS and SSP authentication can be done at the client/ RP side.

The summarized analysis of OpenID communication environment different methods is shown in Table 1. Table 1 examined that the proposed model is better than the existing OpenID methods with all three aspects of login, security, and expenses point of view.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

The proposed solution is more secure in session hijacking situation in OpenID communication-based environment by comparing already existing OpenID URL security methods as mentioned in Table 1. It secures the OpenID URL of the valid user by using two innovative additional parameters, Special Alphanumeric String (SAS) and Special Security PIN (SSP). Therefore, these two additional parameters of SAS and SSP in the proposed DAAA protocol cannot be hijacked in an OpenID communication environment. It is
concluded that the session cannot be hijacked in the DAAA protocol for OpenID URL. It has been also tested via an experimental website. Hackers will have less possibility of hijacking the valid user session, and the proposed system is secure and reliable after successful login through the triple authentication method.

**Figure 8:** Flow of DAAA OpenID protocol in experimental website.

**Algorithm 1**

```php
session_start();
//error_reporting(E_PARSE);
$err = "0";
// Default space so that height of page does not shrink
if(isset($REQUEST["userurl"]))
&& isset($REQUEST["sas"]) && isset($REQUEST["ssp"])
&& isset($REQUEST["checkauth"]) &&
isset($REQUEST["token"]){
    if ($SESSION["reverse_token"] ==
    $REQUEST["token"] &&
    $REQUEST["checkauth"] ==
    "1"){
        //Put Values in Session
        $SESSION["token"] =
        $REQUEST["token"];           
        $SESSION["SAS"] =
        $REQUEST["sas"];            
        $SESSION["SSP"] =
        $REQUEST["ssp"];            
        $SESSION["userURL"] =
        $REQUEST["userurl"];}
    }elseif(isset($REQUEST["userurl"]))
&& isset($REQUEST["usas"]) && isset($REQUEST["ussp"])
&& isset($REQUEST["login"]) &&
isset($REQUEST["token"]){
    if ($SESSION["reverse_token"] ==
    $REQUEST["token"] &&
    $REQUEST["sasssp"] ==
    "1"){
        if ($REQUEST["usas"] !=
        $SESSION["SAS"]){
            $error = "Invalid 2nd SAS
            Authentication";
        }elseif($REQUEST["ussp"] !=
        $SESSION["SSP"]){
            $error = "Invalid 3rd SSP
            Authentication";
        }else{
            unset($SESSION["SAS"]);
            unset($SESSION["SSP"]);
            $SESSION["isLoggedIn"]=1;
            // Session Variable
            $SESSION["sessid"] =
            session_id();
            header("location: home.php");
        }
    }
}```
The OpenID communication environment will be made more secure in session hijacking situations with the help of image recognition such as the face, eye contacts, or thumb expression. But this is an expensive solution in the client's point of view. The SSO technique for instance OpenID will become more and more important in future client point of view.
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